
-hapter3: ConcentrationLusq

Obji
->
supposewe have 1,..... In are indp. RVs.

↳ In many cases, itwill be useful to findbounds
on some fame, ofX...., X .

Thatis, we want to bound

11) P9f(x,,..., Xn) xt)
for some to0.

↳ For the first partofthisunit, we'll focus
on June4 ofthe form

f x(x1, X2,n2, Xn) πnx:
or

fi(x,..., Xn) hzai -EStIxi]|
↳ We could consider (1) under asymp,

Eng:if X, . . . ., Xn iid and M= ECX]

and 5=arex), then the CIT

says that

in =2 ExiP9Xn<,u +at , - (t)



where Iisthe CDF of a standard
normal random variable,

#us:We usually finite sample in, so asymp,
quarantees won't provide an exactbound
on (2) above,

question:What can we say infinite samples?
For example, whatcan we say

about

P(Xn4,y+t)
for (possibly large) t>o?

Duringthisunit, we'll obtain bounds on
11) using the following3 approaches

(1)ison moments:Markov
S
Chebyshes

12) Bounds on moment generating:
function(MSF) ·chemmoldingonesian[ subb-soponentalsee



(3) ingalearguments AzumattosdamreseS

Bounds on Moments
-

#hm. (Markor)
If X</0, [X]<8, and too, then

P(X(t]< (X]
Pf:For any to, we have the following

P9X<,t) =10dP(X) (11
&when X3t

x (*EdP(X)
=(0EdP(X)
= [X]

Note:
-
A ofconcentrationinequalitiesuse

Markov'sinequality as a building block!



TheSuppose E(XIO,h =[0,00)* [0,0) is
&

a non-decreasingfame, for which hitic o

for all too, and ECh(/XX-ESXTK]C0,
For all t>0,

P2(X - E(X3); t) h(X-EX1]
Proof:Because hisnon-decreasing,

↑say
constantfine,

9(X-EX1<t] < 9h(X -EX) >h(t33

Hence,

P((X-EX1 < t) -PSh((X-EX1)-h(t33
Marko) <ECh(1x-EXK]
⑭

example:When hit)=+" the previous result
-

PRIX-EX(,t) ->N(X) raX)t2
Chebysher,
-> Jan 25

Remark:Suppose IKK and both ↓

ELIX-EXI] and ELIX-EXIP] are
finite.

For larget, the bound based on K



will be much tighter than the bound
based on l

This is somewhatintuitue;we should

expectthe bound based on I will improve
upon the one based on 1 insome sense

given
the requiringECIX-EX1Jar is

stronger than requiringELIX-EX1] 10.

Why?
Ex decays to zero much more quickly

than to when t -> 0
Question:Can we geteven sharper tailinequalitiesthem
->

the one above ifwe assume even more about

the dist. ofX?

Ans:Yes!Provided X has a moment generating
function*

Remark*:Thatbasedon ECIX-CX1B)

impliesPIX-EX1st) <inFNEY
It turns out that this inequality issharper
than the one we're aboutto denierebased on

the MGF.

Int:the bound atone ishard to work with in

practice.



Thin(Chemoff):Suppose thatX has aMSF ina

neighbourhood of zero, meaning thatthere exists

b>0 sit. EexpSXX3JCUfor all (N/sb.
Then, for two and xt(0, b],

P2X-EX<t3 =p3eX(X
- EX)

>eXt 3

-cenc,a
where (=E[X].

Hence,

P9X-EX4t3 entx
Equivalently,

log P2X-EXC,t3 x -supNt-legMx-m(R))
-
"Cumulant

&

generallysee

Example:Gaussian X.

suppose X-W(M,02). In thiscase,

MX-u(X) =E(expS(X-M)x)]

=40Jexp(x(n-1) -mulon



(z =x-1)
=00/expiz--3dz

=atoexpSco'Sleep 9- axoi] dz
(y =z/6) =explio'/exp f- x05] dy

N(x0, 1)

=exp(Io'3

Plugging the form ofMx-n(x) into off's
↑round. We find that

log PEX- EXxt)
a-sup 9xt-log Mx-u(t))
x>0

=
- sup (Xt -x)
x; 8

Solving for the * thatmaximizes the above,
we find that

x
*=t/62

Hence,

leg p(X-EX(, t31
=>P(X-EX(+3< exp9--==).



iii
on

sees
in

one
susianrandom variables

Def. A R.V. X iscalled a sub-Gaussian (sub-G)
with params

&"if

logMx-a(X) X or forall itH.

Note:
- A normal v(M,02) R.V. issub-G

myparam or

By Chernoff, a sub-G R.V. X w/o satisfies
P(X-EX<,t)< exp5- 3

This is the same bound we derivedfor TNM04!
Taildecays faster than Gaussian,

↑NativeCharacterizationofsub-GR.V. (HDS.Chap2)

A R.V. X issub-to if there exists aso, and so sit,
vt> 0,

PSNX-EX3 <P(1sZ1xt 3, where ZrMa)

Sosnoc necessary tosee



Counterexample:An Sop(1) R.V. is not sub-G. Why?

P(X,t)) =exp(- t)

*Iti
S]

# (Hoeffding):If x isaR.V. my support ta,b3,
(1a),1b10),then Xissub-Gn/02=a".

Pf1 WLOG, suppose EX = 0.
->

Letf iπ logNx-n(X)
Noting thatf'10)-#ECX(t .05]

=E(X] =0

We have that

(1) f(x) =1." ficridr =f'(n) - f's0)
-

-

= 12jf"(s)dsdr
Hence, to boundf, it's enough to get a pointwise

upper bound on f"

Note that

f'(x) =SNeXT



f"(x)=pex - ENeN
Note that is the variance ofa R.V.

=x with density
x.-p(x)

EeXn]

Hence, 8"(R) =var(ZN)

= Var(Ex-

< E(zx- b1])
·

x a)-
a b

pluggingin(1),

legMx-n(x) =f(x) x 91%2C."dsdr=asz

Hence, X issub-fo with param, orasa

<*exsin

a
[ 7



limitationofthin, above

By Charoff, forany X taking values in[a,b],

P9X-EX+tS < exp--
-

(b-a)z)
Thisinequality isknown asdingIntery

Move general form,
Suppose thatX.,X.... In are indp and each
has support [a,b]

-An-EAns.txep-:
To do this, we'll show it and X are indo,
with sub-G 05,0,", then Xi+X2 is sub-g
with param. 0."+02-

To seethis,

nx.+xr(X) =E[exp(X(X,+X2)3]
def, ofMSF

= E(exp 9xx13] ESexp(XX23] indlp.

=Mx,(X) Mxz(X)
Similarly,

Mx+xz-M -nc(x) =Mxi -M,(N)Mxz-r)*



By sub- ofX.,X.,

LogMxi+x2-M. -mr (X) =zlog Mxi-Mi (X)
xz
=

10,0)y


